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The CrossOver project is focusing on 
platform recommendation 
algorithms







Is the official API data corroborated 
by the local user experience?



How can we monitor services 
without official API?



Raspberry Pi



The CrossOver monitoring network: Hainaut, 
East Flanders, West Flanders, Liège, Limburg, 
Antwerp, Namur and Brussels



Capture the data as a user





Date picker

Time picker

Platform picker

Data source picker

Language picker

API data

Raspberry Pi at location data

BE - FR
BE - NL



Keyword

Timeline

Position

WHAT ARE THE 
TRENDING TOPICS ON 
TWITTER IN BELGIUM?

Is promoted? Tweet volume Position h-1



WHAT ARE THE SUGGESTED 
VIDEOS FOR A SEARCH? WHAT 
ARE THE NEXT VIDEO TO PLAY 
AFTER THOSE VIDEOS? 

Keywords

Search results

Associated tags

Top recommended channels as next video

Top recommended next video



Let’s take an example





Official API
?

Accountability
?

Transparency
?



86% of the desktop 
searches

98.3 millions visits per 
month



Autocomplete is available almost anywhere you find a 
Google search box, including the Google home page, […]

[Autocomplete is an] automated system [that] generate[s] 
predictions that help[s] people save time by allowing them to 
quickly complete the search they already intended to do.

Autocomplete predictions reflect real searches that have 
been done on Google



24 February 2020





What would be suggested by Google to 
users when typing the query ‘Donbas’?





Founded in 2016 by Christelle 
Néant
Pro-Kremlin propaganda outlet
Accused of spreading 
misinformation



In the French-speaking part of Belgium, during 
the investigation period over 1477 searches on 
“Donbass” were performed by the CrossOver 
monitoring system, Google predictions 
suggested “Insider” 1475 times.







Between February and August 2022, Belgian user typing “Donbass” 
in the Google search bar was presented with a search prediction 
pointing to a dubious source of information: Donbass Insider

Donbass insider youtube (24% over the study period)

Donbass insider odyssee (7% over the study period)

Donbass anne laure bonnel (64% over the study period)

Donbass insider christelle (1% over the study period)

BUT ALSO



Only in Belgium ? 







Hey Nelly,

Sharing some information on how Autocomplete 
works so you have the nitty-gritty of the feature.

Best,

Google Communications Lead Google Belgium and Luxembourg



Millions of Google users typing the word “Donbass” in 
the Google Search bar would see the recommendation 
“Insider” appearing extremely frequently as an 
autocomplete prediction.

To summarise

Donbass Insider, a pro-kremlin media outlet accused of 
spreading disinformation on the situation in Donbas.

Google was called-out about this behaviour and 
responded by sending blogposts.



But also …
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